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enunciation. These musical phrases are built into distichs, triplets
(usually with the last line long), quatrains (with or without refrain),
and stanzas of seven or more lines. The recurrence of the same
phrase or of its twin brother marks the divisions of the thought,
and there is an ampler parallelism in many songs, which consists
of placing together two complete tableaux to make a diptych. The
listener is asked to notice the same situation in two aspects; the
emotion is not elaborated, it is shared. So we find many ballads
divided between, for instance, a youth and a maiden, as in the
following case:
Early rising in the morning,
to my garden-plot I wandered,
and I gathered me green ruerplants
and among the rue I bedded.
Then there came, there came a stripling,
sought to waken me, the maiden :
'Wake, oh waken, gentle maiden,
much too humble is your chamber.'
'Let it grieve you not, my stripling,
good enough for me my chamber,
with the green rue for a mattress
and my garland for my pillow.'
Early rising in the morning,
to rny horse's stall I wandered,
combed and curried there my sorrel,
and beside the horse I bedded.
Then there came, there came a maiden,
sought to waken me, the stripling:
'Wake, oh waken, gentle stripling,
much too humble is your chamber.'
'Let it grieve you not, my maiden,
good enough for me rny chamber,
with the green hay for a mattress,
saffron saddle for my pillow.'	(Nesselmann 298.)
In Latvia the 'daina' becomes epigrammatic. The number of
stanzas is reduced drastically in all cases, but the great majority of
songs contain no more than one. If the Lithuanian poems corre-
spond to the 'cossantes', the Latvian correspond to the modern
Portuguese 'quadras'. Lines may be of various lengths, but there
is a strong preference for the octosyllable. Stanzas may be of any

